
 

Annual report of West London Group 2017 – 2018 

The most significant event of the last year was the move of West London group from the Bucks and West 

Middlesex area to the Inner London area.    This followed from a mandate from the 2016 AGM and was finally 

given constitutional approval at a special AGM in May this year.  The move took effect on 1st October 2018 

following approval by both areas and the national trustees. 

The West London  Group has had a busy year of planning walks, walking,  path checking. 

We have continued with a full programme of walks both at the weekend and during the week, both rural and 

urban.  A great thanks to all our leaders including the new recruits to the team of leaders. 

To support the Ramblers objective of encouraging use of  the path network the group is organising a series of walks 

along our national trails .   Following completion of the North Downs way  in the autumn of 2017 this year saw the  

start of walking the Greensands way in Surrey.  The walk will continue with the Kent section of the way in 2019.  

Nearer to home the Capital ring and the London Loop continue to be a feature of the walks programme. These 

walks have proved to be popular and hence other trails  are being added to the programme. 

Also this year the group contributed two walks to the London Mayor’s National City Park programme which aimed 

to publicise London’s green spaces. 

The  organized holiday to the south of the lake district was much appreciated by those who went on it which gave 

members a chance to explore the path network and enjoy the scenery in another part of the country. 

The group's work of checking paths in South Bucks and the London Boroughs of Ealing and Hounslow continued 

but there is still a need for more volunteers to help with this work. A reorganisation of work in South Bucks is 

anticipated  for 2019 following the move  of the group to Inner London area. 

Again  the group had a publicity stall at  events in west London and there was some success in generating interest 

in Ramblers. 

Finally we would like to thank area officers for their help in navigating the bureaucratic stages required to 

implement the group’s move from Bucks area to Inner London area. 

Martin Harris 

Secretary 
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